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Summary. The explosion in the use of Internet has contributed to arise a lot
of web sites that offer many kind of services (products, information, etc). At the
beginning the quality of these web sites was not too important because the most
important fact was that people knew that there was a web site because there was
not a big competence. But recently, there are many web sites related to the same
topics in Internet and the quality of their services has become a critical factor.
Different evaluation approaches for different types of web sites have been developing
[2, 22, 35] in which the users provide their opinions in a predefined numerical scale to
evaluate their services. Nevertheless, the information provided by users is related to
their own perceptions. Usually, human perceptions are subjective and not objective,
therefore to assess perceptions with precise information is not very suitable and the
results are not accurate. Therefore, in this chapter we propose a linguistic quality
evaluation model to evaluate the services offered by the web sites. The use of the
fuzzy linguistic approach has provided good results managing human perceptions.
Our proposal will consist of a hierarchical model to evaluate the services offered
by general purpose web sites, such that, it will choose a few quality dimensions
to be evaluated, where each one has different criteria. The users will provide their
knowledge about these criteria by means of linguistic assessments. But different
users can have different knowledge about the web site’s criteria, so the evaluation
model should take into account this point. Therefore, our model will be defined in a
multi-granular linguistic information context, such that, different users can express
their opinions in different linguistic term sets according to their knowledge. In order
to develop this evaluation model we shall use different tools and resolution schemes
based on decision techniques that are able to deal with multi-granular linguistic
information.

Keywords: web quality, evaluation, linguistic variables, aggregation, decision
analysis, multi-granular linguistic information, web services.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, we can assert that the World Wide Web is the largest available
repository of data and services with the largest number of visitors. The World
Wide Web is a distributed, dynamic, and rapidly growing information resource that has stimulated new and useful developments in areas such as
digital libraries, information retrieval, education, commerce, entertainment,
government, and health care.
At the beginning, the quality of the web sites did not play a key role for
the companies because the most important point was that people knew that
the company was in Internet by means of its web site. But recently, due to the
fact, there exist a lot of web sites competing in the same area in Internet, the
quality of their services has become a critical factor for the competitiveness of
the companies. In such a context, Web quality evaluation tools are necessary
to filter web resources in order to avoid the bad information and services that
users could receive from the web.
When we talk about the quality of a web site services, we want to show how
well it meets the consumers necessities and so, it is associated with consumer
satisfaction [27]. Companies have noticed that offering quality services has
become an essential ingredient for successful competition and they need tools
that allow them to evaluate the quality of their services.
One of the first points we must fix is the meaning of quality and satisfaction. Quality can be described as conformance to requirements, while
satisfaction has been defined as conformance to expectation. The ideal situation would be that there were no difference between consumer judgement of
quality and experienced satisfaction. But, in fact, it is very difficult to meet
all the consumers’ requirements.
Due to this increasing interest in the evaluation of the services offered by
the web sites we can find in the literature different models applied to specific
types of web sites [1, 2, 11, 22, 28, 29, 30, 35]. However, the evaluation of the
quality offered by a web site is not an easy task because the aspects of the
evaluated services are related to the users own perceptions, and usually, most
of these perceptions are about subjective aspects. In spite of this fact, most
of the evaluation models use precise numerical assessments that it is not very
suitable so, sometimes try to hide them labelling the numbers with words or
symbols without semantics [22]. Nevertheless, the final results are expressed
by means of numbers, so this causes a lack of precision and effectiveness in the
evaluation. To overcome these problems, we propose the use of the use of the
fuzzy linguistic approach [39] that has provided successful results to manage
human perceptions in different topics, such as for example, “information retrieval” [4, 10, 19], “clinical diagnosis” [7], “marketing” [37], “risk in software
development” [24], “technology transfer strategy selection” [5], “education”
[23], “decision making” [8, 13, 34], etc.
In this chapter, we shall propose a linguistic hierarchical quality evaluation model for general purpose web sites based on decision analysis techniques
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that could be specialized for specific types of web sites (e-commerce, e-bank,
etc, ...). This evaluation model is user centered because it characterizes the
quality of the web sites services using judgements provided by different users
that surf in those web sites. It takes into account that users are assessing
subjective aspects that are related to the quality of the web site services and
allow the people to use words (linguistic labels) instead of numbers in their
assessments. In addition, we have realized that it should offer to each user the
possibility to use a linguistic term set that allow him to express his evaluation
values according to their knowledge about the problem or the evaluated aspects (multi-granular linguistic context). Finally, the results generated by our
evaluation model will use the same expression domain used by its users and
therefore, they will be easier understood by the users and/or companies. To
accomplish our aims, the evaluation model will be based on decision analysis
techniques and on fuzzy tools that have been used to deal with multi-granular
linguistic information [12, 14, 16, 18].
Our proposal for the linguistic multi-granular hierarchical evaluation scheme
has the following steps (graphically, Fig 1):
1. Evaluation framework: this model will define an evaluation framework
which will be composed by a few number of quality dimensions and their
respective criteria that will be evaluated by the users to obtain an evaluation measure of the web site. These dimensions and criteria will be chosen
according to their importance and will be chosen taking into account different points of view that we can find in the literature [2, 22, 35]. Once
the dimensions and their criteria have been selected our model will gather
the information provided by the users offering a multi-granular linguistic
context.
2. Evaluation process: Once the evaluation framework has been defined, we
propose a hierarchical evaluation process based on two steps:
a) Quality of each dimension: the input assessments provided by the
users are aggregated to obtain an evaluation assessment for each dimension. The input assessments could be expressed in different linguistic term sets with different granularity or semantics (multi-granular
linguistic information). So we shall use fuzzy tools that have been
used in the literature to manage and aggregate this type of information [12, 14, 16]
b) Global Quality Evaluation: to compute a global quality measurement
of the evaluated web site we shall calculate a satisfaction degree from
the quality dimension values obtained in the before phase. This satisfaction degree will be computed by means of a weighting function
that will depend on the web site we are evaluating.
This chapter is structured as follows: in the section 2 we revise some linguistic foundations we shall use in our evaluation process. In the section 3,
we show in short several evaluation models for different types of web sites,
in the section 4 we shall present our proposal for a multi-granular linguistic
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical evaluation model

hierarchical evaluation model for web site services and in the section 5 we
shall show an example of this evaluation model. Eventually, some concluding
remarks are pointed out.

2 Linguistic Background
In this section, we shall make a brief review of the fuzzy linguistic approach
and of the fuzzy linguistic 2-tuple model. Because, we shall use them in the
development of our evaluation process to manage human perceptions and
multi-granular linguistic information.
2.1 Fuzzy Linguistic Approach
Usually, we work in a quantitative setting, where the information is expressed
by means of numerical values. However, many aspects of different activities
in the real world cannot be assessed in a quantitative form, but rather in a
qualitative one, i.e., with vague or imprecise knowledge. In that case a better
approach may be to use linguistic assessments instead of numerical values.
The variables which participate in these problems are assessed by means of
linguistic terms [39]. This approach is adequate in some situations, for example, when attempting to qualify phenomena related to human perception, we
are often led to use words in natural language. This may arise for different
reasons. There are some situations where the information may be unquantifiable due to its nature, and thus, it may be stated only in linguistic terms (e.g.,
when evaluating the “comfort” or “design” of a car, terms like “bad”, “poor”,
“tolerable”, “average”, “good” can be used [25]. In other cases, precise quantitative information may not be stated because either it is not available or
the cost of its computation is too high, then an “approximate value” may be
tolerated (e.g., when evaluating the speed of a car, linguistic terms like “fast”,
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“very fast”, “slow” are used instead of numerical values). The linguistic approach is less precise than the numerical one, however some advantages may
be found using it:
1. The linguistic description is easily understood by human beings even when
the concepts are abstract or the context is changing.
2. Furthermore, it diminished the effects of noise since, as it is known the
more refined assessment scale is, then more sensitive to noise and consequently the more error facedown it becomes.
In short, the linguistic approach is appropriated for many problems, since
it allows a more direct and adequate representation when we are unable to
express it with precision. Hence, the burden of qualifying a qualitative concept
is eliminated.
The fuzzy linguistic approach represents qualitative aspects as linguistic
values by means of linguistic variables:
Definition 1 [39].- A linguistic variable is characterized by a quintuple
(H,T(H),U,G,M) in which H is the name of the variable; T(H) (or simply T)
denotes the term set of H, i.e., the set of names of linguistic values of H, with
each value being a fuzzy variable denoted generically by X and ranging across
a universe of discourse U which is associated with the base variable u; G is a
syntactic rule (which usually takes the form of a grammar) for generating the
names of values of H; and M is a semantic rule for associating its meaning
with each H, M(X), which is a fuzzy subset of U.
Usually, depending on the problem domain, an appropriate linguistic term
set is chosen and used to describe the vague or imprecise knowledge. The number of elements in the term set will determine the granularity of the uncertainty, that is, the level of distinction among different counting of uncertainty.
In [3] the use of term sets with an odd cardinal was studied, representing the
mid term by an assessment of ”approximately 0.5”, with the rest of the terms
being placed symmetrically around it and the limit of granularity being 11 or
no more than 13.
One possibility of generating the linguistic term set consists of directly
supplying the term set by considering all terms distributed on scale on which
total order is defined [36]. For example, a set of seven terms S, could be given
as follows:
S = {s0 : none, s1 : verylow, s2 : low, s3 : medium, s4 : high, s5 : veryhigh, s6 : perf ect}

Usually, in these cases, it is required that in the linguistic term set there
exist:
1. A negation operator Neg(si ) = sj such that j = g-i (g+1 is the cardinality).
2. A max operator: max(si , sj ) = si if si ≥ sj .
3. A min operator: min(si , sj ) = si if si ≤ sj
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The semantics of the terms is given by fuzzy numbers. A computationally
efficient way to characterize a fuzzy number is to use a representation based on
parameters of its membership function [3]. The linguistic assessments given by
the users are just approximate ones, some authors consider that linear trapezoidal membership functions are good enough to capture the vagueness of
those linguistic assessments. The parametric representation is achieved by the
4-tuple (a, b, d, c), where b and d indicate the interval in which the membership
value is 1, with a and c indicating the left and right limits of the definition
domain of the trapezoidal membership function [3]. A particular case of this
type of representation are the linguistic assessments whose membership functions are triangular, i.e., b = d, then we represent this type of membership
functions by a 3-tuple (a, b, c). And example may be the following:
P = P erf ect = (.83, 1, 1) V H = V ery High = (.67, .83, 1)
H = High = (.5, .67, .83) M = M edium = (.33, .5, .67)
L = Low = (.17, .33, .5) V L = V ery Low = (0, .17, .33)
N = N one = (0, 0, .17),

which is graphically shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. A Set of Seven Terms with its Semantic

Other authors use a non-parametric representation, e.g., Gaussian functions
[4].
The use of linguistic variables implies processes of computing with words
such as their fusion, aggregation, comparison, etc. To perform these computations there are different models in the literature:
•

•

The linguistic computational model based on the Extension Principle,
which allow us to aggregate and compare linguistic terms through computations on the associated membership functions [7].
The symbolic method [9]. This symbolic model makes direct computations
on labels, using the ordinal structure of the linguistic term sets.
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The 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic computational model [14]. It uses the 2-tuple
fuzzy linguistic representation model and its characteristics to make linguistic computations, obtaining as results linguistic 2-tuples. A linguistic
2-tuple is defined by a pair of values, where the first one is a linguistic
label and the second one is a real number that represents the value of the
symbolic translation.

In the following subsection we shall review the 2-tuple model due to the
fact, that it will be the computational model we shall use in our model to deal
with multi-granular linguistic information.
2.2 The 2-tuple Fuzzy Linguistic Model
This model has been presented in [14] and has shown itself as useful to deal
with heterogeneous information [17, 18], such as the multi-granular linguistic
information that we shall use in this paper.
This linguistic model takes as a basis the symbolic aggregation model
[9] and in addition defines the concept of Symbolic Translation and uses it
to represent the linguistic information by means of a pair of values called
linguistic 2-tuple, (s, α), where s is a linguistic term and α is a numeric value
representing the symbolic translation.
Definition 2. Let β be the result of an aggregation of the indexes of a set
of labels assessed in a linguistic term set S = {s0 , ..., sg }, i.e., the result of a
symbolic aggregation operation. β ∈ [0, g], being g + 1 the cardinality of S. Let
i = round(β) and α = β −i be two values, such that, i ∈ [0, g] and α ∈ [−.5, .5)
then α is called a Symbolic Translation.
Graphically, it is represented in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Example of a Symbolic Translation

From this concept in [14] was developed a linguistic representation model
which represents the linguistic information by means of 2-tuples (si , αi ), si ∈ S
and αi ∈ [−.5, .5).
This model defines a set of transformation functions between linguistic
terms and 2-tuples, and between numeric values and 2-tuples.
Definition 3.[14] Let S = {s0 , ..., sg } be a linguistic term set and β ∈ [0, g]
a value supporting the result of a symbolic aggregation operation, then the
2-tuple that expresses the equivalent information to β is obtained with the
following function:
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∆ : [0, g] −→ S × [−0.5, 0.5)
½
si
i = round(β)
∆(β) =
α = β − i α ∈ [−.5, .5)
where round is the usual round operation, si has the closest index label to ”β”
and ”α” is the value of the symbolic translation.
Proposition 1.[14] Let S = {s0 , ..., sg } be a linguistic term set and (si , α)
be a 2-tuple. There is a ∆−1 function, such that, from a 2-tuple it returns its
equivalent numerical value β ∈ [0, g] ⊂ R.
Proof.
It is trivial, we consider the following function:
∆−1 : S × [−.5, .5) −→ [0, g]
∆−1 (si , α) = i + α = β
Remark 1: From definitions 1 and 2 and from proposition 1, it is obvious that
the conversion of a linguistic term into a linguistic 2-tuple consist of adding
a value 0 as symbolic translation:
si ∈ S =⇒ (si , 0)
This representation model has associated a computational model that was
presented in [14]:
1. Aggregation of 2-tuples: The aggregation of linguistic 2-tuples consist
of obtaining a value that summarizes a set of values, therefore, the result
of the aggregation of a set of 2-tuples must be a linguistic 2-tuple. In [14]
we can find several 2-tuple aggregation operators based on classical ones.
Here we review the 2-tuple arithmetic mean and the 2-tuple weighted
average operators, because we shall use them in our evaluation model:
Definition 4:Let x = {(r1 , α1 ) , · · · , (rn , αn )} be a set of 2-tuples, the
extended Arithmetic Mean AM ∗ using the linguistic 2-tuples is computed
as,
Ã n
!
Ã n
!
X1
1X
∗
−1
AM ((r1 , α1 ) , . . . , (rn , αn )) = ∆
∆ (ri , αi ) = ∆
βi
n
n i=1
i=1
Definition 5:Let x = {(r1 , α1 ) , · · · , (rn , αn )} be a set of 2-tuples and
W = {w1 , · · · , wn } his associated weights. The 2-tuples weighted mean,
W AM ∗ , is computed as:
µ Pn
¶
−1
(r , α ) · wi
i=1 ∆
Pn i i
W AM ∗ ((r1 , α1 ) , . . . , (rn , αn )) = ∆
=
i=1 wi
¶
µ Pn
i=1 βi · wi
P
=∆
n
i=1 wi
More linguistic 2-tuple aggregation operators were defined in [14].
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2. Comparison of 2-tuples: The comparison of information represented
by 2-tuples is carried out according to an ordinary lexico-graphic order.
• if k < l then (sk , α1 ) is smaller than (sl , α2 )
• if k = l then
a) if α1 = α2 then (sk , α1 ), (sl , α2 ) represents the same information
b) if α1 < α2 then (sk , α1 ) is smaller than (sl , α2 )
c) if α1 > α2 then (sk , α1 ) is bigger than (sl , α2 )
3. Negation Operator of a 2-tuple: The negation operator over 2-tuples
is defined as:
¡
¢
N eg (si , α) = ∆ g − ∆−1 (si , α)
where g + 1 is the cardinality of S, si ∈ S = {s0 , . . . , sg }.

3 An overview of Quality Evaluation Models for Web
Services
In this section we shall make a short review about different quality evaluation
models applied to evaluate web site services, that we can find in the literature
[2, 33, 35]. Our aim is to show their working and their problems to deal with
human perceptions, in order to use several concepts of these models and to
overcome their limitations in our proposal.
3.1 Evaluation of web-based decision support systems
Web-based decision support systems are being employed by organizations as
decision aids for employees as well as customers. A common usage of webbased DSS (decision support systems) has been to assist customers configure product and service according to their needs. These systems allow each
customer to design their own product by choosing from a group of alternatives. Some examples of web-based DSS can be found in www.dell.com,
www.ibm.com, www.landsend.com and www.vermontteddybears.com.
In [2] we can see a study about the quality of the services (user satisfaction)
of web-based DSS. In this model, the quality of the service is determined by
three dimensions where each dimension has several criteria to evaluate the
web-based DSS:
•

System quality, whose criteria are:
– System reliability, Convenient to access, System easy of use, System
flexibility.
• Information quality:
– Information accuracy, Information completeness, Information relevance, Information content needs, Information timeless.
• Information presentation:
– Presentation graphics, Presentation colour, Presentation style, Navigationally efficient.
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The process for reaching a solution in their evaluation problem is as follows:
1. Data collection: users provide their opinions about the criteria using numerical scale, in spite of most of them are qualitative aspects.
2. Evaluation process: The opinions provided by the users are combined in
order to evaluate each dimension and finally a global quality measurement
of the web-based DSS is obtained. All the results are expressed by means
of numerical values
The results are analyzed using the structural equation model (SEM) approach to study the correlation among the dimensions and the quality, and
among the criteria and the quality.
3.2 The Extended Web Evaluation Model (EWAM)
The EWAM (Extended Web Evaluation Model) [33] defines an evaluation
grid with a set of criteria for appraising the quality and success of existing e-commerce applications (e.g. assessed some Australian grocery web sites
in [22]). The EWAM examines the three classic transaction phases of electronic markets, which include information, agreement, and settlement phases.
A fourth element, the community component, is integrated as a link between
the actual purchase transaction and the necessary trust relationship in the
virtual realm.
In [33] was presented a study based on the EWAM and established the
questions about quality, satisfaction or success of a e-commerce application
must be allotted to one of the four transaction phases of electronic markets
(information, agreement, settlement, and after-sale), to the community component, or to the category “Final Section” which concerns all phases. For
instance, in [22] the criteria that they used for each dimension were:
• Information phase: whose criteria are:
– Accessibility of the web site, Structure of the contents, Quantity of information, Quality of the content, Passing on price benefits.
• Agreement phase:
– Design of the ordering procedure, Models and methods of pricing.
• Settlement phase:
– Integration of generic services, Tracking and tracing.
• After-sale phase:
– Access to customer support, Performance of customer support.
• Community component:
– Sharing opinions.
• Final section:
– Availability of the system, The design of the user interface, Increasing
productivity by gaining time, The trustworthiness of the web site.
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The dimensions in [33] are formulated in general terms and are valid in every sector but are differentiated by their importance ratings. In order to take
into account the differences between the individual sectors, assessor(s) provides weights corresponding to the different sector profiles and their relevance
in the sector.
The evaluation of an e-commerce web site with EWAM begins by assigning
the concerned web site to a sector. Then, there are two steps involved in the
evaluation:
1. Subjective importance of every dimension: The assessor(s) declares the
subjective importance of a dimension. This importance is recorded on a
scale of “unimportant” (-2), “less important” (-1), “important” (+1) and
“very important” (+2).
2. Evaluation of all web site in the concerned sector: In [22] they used a
rating based on a five-point scale: from -2 (very bad) to +2 (very good)
to evaluate every question of each criterion. The evaluation process has
the following steps:
a) Data collection: EWAM gathers the input information from each user
about the satisfaction on each criterion. In EWAM we use a numerical
scale although the method offers labels to assess the criteria.
b) Evaluation process: The input information is combined by an aggregation operator and we obtain a global assessment for each dimension.
And after according to the importance provided by the assessor(s) to
each dimension a global evaluation value is obtained. All the results
are expressed by means of numerical values, although seemingly the
users provides linguistic information but in fact they are providing
numerical values.
3.3 The Servqual scale adapted to electronic services
In [35] is proposed an “e-satisfaction” model that evaluate the users satisfaction on quality services of information search and purchase web sites based
on the Servqual scale [31]. This scale identified six dimensions representing
Internet information search satisfaction (reliability, convenience, entertainment, assurance, site design, virtual environment) and three dimensions representing satisfaction with Internet purchase experience (security,product offer,convenience). Each dimension is defined by a group of criteria that describe the e-satisfaction of the users with that dimension. In [35] are used the
following dimensions and criteria:
• For Internet information search satisfaction:
– Information reliability, whose criteria are:
· Up-to-date information, Information depth, Search result, Uncluttered web pages, Easy search paths, Easiness in comparing information.
– Convenience:
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·

Economy of time spent, Effort spent, Easy access, Fast information
transmission, Interaction capacity.
– Entertainment:
· Interesting places to visit, Pleasant browsing, Entertainment and
leisure, Easy browsing, Information diversity.
– Assurance:
· Data transmission assurance and Privacy.
– Site design:
· Advertising contents and Attractive presentation.
– Virtual Environment:
· Capacity of simulating reality and Personal contact absence.
• For Internet purchase experience satisfaction:
– Security:
· Payment security, Trust in supplier, Privacy of purchase, Personalsales absence, Pleasant way of buying.
– Product Offer:
· Easy to compare products’ characteristics, Diversity of products’
brands, Product guarantee, Price reduced products, Possibility to
return.
– Convenience:
· Fast delivery and Easy way of buying.
Values on satisfaction are interpreted directly as performance measures
(un-weighted) and they evaluate each criterion using a five-point scale (5=High
satisfaction,. . . ,1=Low Satisfaction).
The evaluation process is composed by the following phases:
1. Data collection: the users provide their opinions about the criteria using
numerical values. Each criterion using a five-point scale (5=High satisfaction,. . . ,1=Low Satisfaction).
2. Evaluation process: the opinions provide by the users are combined to
obtain an evaluation assessment for each dimension. Finally, in this case a
global evaluation assessment is obtained using an un-weighted aggregation
operator. These results are expressed by means of numerical values.
3.4 Current Web Evaluation Methods: Problems and Working
Reviewing the before web evaluation models we have realized that these models are user centered. Due to the fact that the evaluation of the web site
depends on the opinions provided by the users that use the web site.
To evaluate the web site services all the models choose a set of dimensions with several outstanding criteria that have to be assessed by the users
according to their perception.
These models present different problems [20], such as, they try to avoid
explicit numerical values, because this type of information is not suitable to
assess human perceptions. Hence, they try to hide the numbers behind a scale
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of labels or symbols, but in fact they are using numbers and in addition all
the users are forced to use the same scale for all the criteria, despite they can
have different knowledge about the criteria or about an specific criterion this
causes a lack of expressiveness that means a loss of information and accuracy
in the results of the evaluation process. Besides, the final results are expressed
by means of numerical values that are far from the user expression domain
so sometimes the results are difficult to understand by the users and then a
feedback cycle to improve the web site is almost impossible.
We shall propose an linguistic evaluation model to solve the problem of lack
of expressiveness using multi-granular linguistic context, in which each user
can provide their opinions in a linguistic term set according to his knowledge.
In addition, this model will deal with linguistic information and the results
will be expressed by means of linguistic values.
This model will have an hierarchical structure to evaluate separately each
dimension and from these evaluations to obtain a global evaluation assessment
for the web site.

4 A Linguistic Multi-criteria Hierarchical Evaluation
Model For Web sites Services
The aim of this paper is to develop an user centered hierarchical evaluation
model for web sites services, in which, the users can express their opinions
about the web sites by means of linguistic terms that can be assessed in
different linguistic term sets.
In short, we can define mathematically our problem as an evaluation
process in which a set of users (experts) E = {e1 , · · · , en } will evaluate a web site, W , providing their opinions about a set of quality dimensions, D = {d1 , · · · , dq }, such that each dimension, di , has a set of criteria,
Ci = {c1i , · · · , cti }, to be evaluated . Therefore, each time a web site is evaluated every expert, ek , provides his assessments about the different criteria by
means of an utility vector:
ek → {uk11 , . . . , ukt1 . . . uk1q , . . . , uktq }, uktq ∈ S k
Where uktq is the linguistic assessment provided by the expert ek for the
criterion ctq that belongs to the dimension dq . Due to the fact that our model
is defined in a multi-granularity linguistic context, we assume that each user
may use a different linguistic term set for each criterion to evaluate the web
site services according to their knowledge about the problem. Therefore, each
user, enk , can expresso his opinions for criterion, ctq , in a linguistic term set
k

k

k
k
Stq
= s0tq , . . . , sl tq where l + 1 is the cardinality of Stq
.
In the following subsections, we shall present the evaluation framework we
shall use to evaluate the web site services, after we shall present our multigranular linguistic hierarchical evaluation model.
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4.1 Evaluation Framework
To develop an evaluation model, first of all we have fix which is the evaluation
framework we shall use to evaluate the web sites services.
In the section 3, we have reviewed different evaluation models for different
web-based services. All of them chose a few dimensions to evaluate the quality
of the web site. Each dimension was evaluated using different criteria, so the
dimensions as the criteria depended on the topic related to the evaluated web
site. Nevertheless our aim is to define an evaluation model for general purpose
web sites, so taking into account the models presented in [1, 2, 6, 21, 22, 26, 33,
35, 38] we have to choose the dimensions and their criteria that our evaluation
model will use to define the evaluation framework of our problem.
Our general purpose evaluation model shall use the following dimensions
and criteria:
•

•

•

•

Entertainment: this criterion is related to amusement and pleasure contents. The criteria we use to assess this dimension are:
– Interesting place to visit.
– Pleasant browsing.
– Entertainment and leisure
– Easy browsing.
– Information diversity.
Convenience: it is related to speed, easy access to information at low
cost. The criteria are:
– Economy of time spent.
– Effort spent.
– Easy access.
– Fast information transmission.
– Interaction capacity.
– Fast delivery
– Easy way of buying.
Information reliability: it is about reliability of the information. Information reliability is related with diversity, depth and actuality of information contents. And its criteria are:
– Up-to-date information.
– Information depth.
– Search result.
– Uncluttered web pages.
– Easy search paths.
– Easiness in comparing information.
Security and assurance: security perception and privacy “assurance“
are known to have a big impact in user satisfaction of quality web services.
Its criteria are:
– Payment security.
– Trust in supplier.
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– Privacy of purchase.
– Data transmission assurance.
– Privacy.
Site Design: it depends on functional and attractive elements: ease of
browsing, a standard language use, interface design. Its criteria are:
– Advertising contents.
– Attractive presentation.
Virtual Environment: it is used to minimize the absence of human
contact and amusement associated to shopping. Its criteria are:
– Capacity of simulating reality.
– Personal contact absence.
– Personal-sales absence.
Product Offer: it is concerning product diversity and available brands.
And its criteria are:
– Easy to compare products’ characteristics
– Diversity of product’s brands
– Product guarantee.
– Price reduced products.
– Possibility to return.

Once the dimensions and criteria to evaluate the web site services have
been chosen, the assessments provided by the experts can be expressed in
k
different linguistic term sets Stq
according to their knowledge and the characteristics of the criterion.
This evaluation framework offers several advantages with regards to the
evaluation models reviewed in the Section 3:
•

•

The dimensions and criteria used in this framework are general enough to
evaluate any kind of web site. Due to the fact we want to develop a general
purpose evaluation model for web site services.
This framework models the information provided by the users by means
of linguistic information according to the fuzzy linguistic approach that
it is more suitable than numerical values to model human perceptions.
In addition, it offers to the users the possibility of using different linguistic term sets to provide their information and in this way avoid lack of
expressiveness, lose of information, and probably bad results.

4.2 Evaluation process: Evaluating the quality of the web services
Once we know the evaluation framework we are going to use in our problem,
we are going to present the hierarchical process we propose to evaluate the
web site services.
Our proposal to evaluate the web sites services consist of a hierarchical
process with the following phases (graphically, Fig 4) :
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Criterion c 11

...

Criterion c

t1

...

Criterion c 1q

...

Criterion c

tq

Multi-granular linguistic information

Making the information uniform

Quality
of each
dimension

Aggregation

...

Quality of the
dimension d q

Quality of the
dimension d 1

Global
Quality of
the website
services

Aggregation

Weighted aggregation

Global quality of the
web site services

Fig. 4. Evaluation process

1. Quality of each dimension: in this phase we want to obtain an evaluation for each dimension of our evaluation framework. To do so, we have
to aggregate the criteria belong to the dimension, but the difficulty comes
from the multi-granular linguistic context in which it has been defined our
framework because there are not standard aggregation operators for this
type of information. Therefore this aggregation process will consist of the
following steps:
a) Making the information uniform: The input information provided by
the users could be expressed in different linguistic term sets with
different granularity or semantics (multi-granular linguistic information).Therefore to combine the input assessments, we need to unify the
input information, that it is multi-granular, into an unique expression
domain. We shall unify this information in a Basic Linguistic Term
Set (BLTS) by means of fuzzy sets and afterwards, we shall transform
these unified input information into linguistic 2-tuples expressed in
the BLTS.
b) Aggregation phase: it combines the unified input assessments provided
by the users to obtain a collective value for each dimension.
2. Global Quality of the web site services: we want to obtain a global
evaluation of the web site services. To do so, we shall aggregate the evaluation assessments obtained for each dimension of quality. In this phase,
the aggregation will be carried out by means of a weighting aggregation
operator, where the weights assigned to each dimension will depend on the
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evaluated web site. And with these weights we can annul one or several
dimensions in certain type of web sites. So we can use the same framework
for general purpose web sites.
In the next subsections we present each phase of the evaluation model in
further detail.
Quality of each Dimension
We want to obtain a collective assessment on a dimension according to the
individual opinions provided by the users regarding the different criteria (assessed in multi-granularity linguistic term sets). We shall aggregate the information according to the following steps:
1. Making the information uniform by means of fuzzy sets.
2. Transforming into 2-tuple.
3. Calculating an evaluation assessment for the dimension.
Now we present the working of each step in detail.
1. Making the Information Uniform
With a view to manage the information we must make it uniform, i.e., the
multi-granular linguistic information provided by the users must be transformed into a unified linguistic term set, called BLTS and denoted as ST .
Before defining a transformation function to unify the multi-granular linguistic information into this BLTS, ST , we have to decide how to choose
ST . We consider that ST must be a linguistic term set which allows to express a quality scale easy to understand and maintain the uncertainty degree
associated to each expert and the ability of discrimination to express the performance values. So in our case, we propose the following linguistic term set
as, BLTS:
ST = {N, V L, L, M, H, V H, P },
whose semantics has been shown in the Figure 2.
We shall unify the multi-granular linguistic information by means of fuzzy
sets in the BLTS. The process of unifying the information involves the comparison between fuzzy sets. These comparisons are usually carried out by means
of a measure of comparison. We focus in measures of comparison which evaluate the resemblance or likeness of two objects (fuzzy sets in our case) [32].
For simplicity, in this paper we shall choose a measure based on a possibility function S(A, B) = maxx min(µa (x), µB (x)), where µA and µB are the
membership function of the fuzzy sets A and B respectively.
The next step in this process of unifying the information is to define a
transformation function that we allow us to express the input information in
the BLTS. We shall define a transformation function that will unify the input
linguistic multi-granular information by means of fuzzy sets in the BLTS:
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Definition 6. Let S = {l0 , . . . , lp } and ST = {s0 , . . . , sg } be two linguistic
term sets. Then, a linguistic transformation function, τSST , is defined as:
τSST : S → F (ST )
τSST (li ) = {(sk , γki ) / k ∈ {0, ..., g}}, ∀li ∈ S
γki = maxy min{µli (y), µsk (y)}
where F (ST ) is the set of fuzzy sets defined in ST , and µli (·) and µsk (·) are
the membership functions of the fuzzy sets associated with the terms li and
sk , respectively.
The result of τSST for any linguistic value of S is a fuzzy set defined
in the BLTS, ST . Therefore, after unifying the input information with this
transformation function the opinions provided by the experts are expressed
by means of fuzzy sets in the BLTS.
Remark 2: In the case that the linguistic term set, S, of the non-homogeneous
contexts let be chosen as BLTS, then the fuzzy set that represents a linguistic
term will be all 0 except the value correspondent to the ordinal of the linguistic
label that will be 1.
Example. Let S = {l0 , l1 , . . . , l4 } and ST = {s0 , s1 , . . . , s6 } be two term set,
with 5 and 7 labels, respectively, and with the following semantics associated:
l0
l1
l2
l3
l4

= (0, 0, 0.25)
s0
= (0, 0.25, 0.5)
s1
= (0.25, 0.5, 0.75) s2
= (0.5, 0.75, 1)
s3
= (0.75, 1, 1)
s4
s5
s6

= (0, 0, 0.16)
= (0, 0.16, 0.34)
= (0.16, 0.34, 0.5)
= (0.34, 0.5, 0.66)
= (0.5, 0.66, 0.84)
= (0.66, 0.84, 1)
= (0.84, 1, 1)

The fuzzy set obtained after applying τSST for l1 is (see Fig. 5):
τSST (l1 ) = {(s0 , 0.39) , (s1 , , 0.85) , (s2 , 0.85) , (s3 , 0.39)
(s4 , 0) , (s5 , 0) , (s6 , 0)}
2. Transforming into 2-tuple
In this phase, we transform the unified information expressed by means of
fuzzy sets on the BLTS into linguistic 2-tuples in the BLTS, to facilitate the
computation of the satisfaction assessment. In [15] was presented a function
χ that transformed a fuzzy set into a numerical value and using ∆ we transformed this numerical value in a 2-tuple. In this contribution we have redefined
χ in a way that transforms directly a fuzzy set in F (ST ) into a 2-tuple:
χ : F (ST ) → ST x [−0.5, 0.5)
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S

ST

Fig. 5. Transforming l1 ∈ S into a Fuzzy Set in ST

µ Pg
χ (F (ST )) = χ ({(sj , γj ) , j = 0, . . . , g}) = ∆

jγ

j
j=0
g
Σj=0 γj

¶
=

= ∆ (β) = (s, α)

After applying χ to the fuzzy sets in the BLTS obtained in the before step,
we shall obtain the linguistic 2-tuples in the BLTS that express the opinions
provided by the users.
Example.
We want to transform the fuzzy set (0, 0, 0, .41, 1, .19, 0) in the BLTS to a
2-tuple (figure 2):
!
Ã P6
j=0 jγj
χ ((0, 0, 0, .41, 1, .19, 0)) = ∆
=
6 γ
Σj=0
j
∆ (4.33) = (H, .33)
and the result is (H, .33).
3. Calculating an evaluation assessment for each dimension
Our objective is to obtain an evaluation value for each dimension according
to the opinions provided by all the users for its criteria. At this moment, these
values are expressed by means of linguistic 2-tuples in the BLTS.
Therefore, to reach our objective we follow the next steps:
1. Computing collective values for each criterion: Each dimension, di , has a
set of criteria, Ci = {c1i , · · · , cti }, so first of all we shall compute a collective value for each criterion according to all the users. In this proposal
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we shall use a non-weighted aggregation operator as the arithmetic mean
for 2-tuples (Definition 4), but weighted operator could considered in the
future.
Therefore, the collective value for the criterion (CVC), cti ∈ Ci , will be
computed as:
¡
¢
CV Cti = AM ∗ ( ukti , α , k = 1...n) = (uti , α)
2. Computing an evaluation assessment for each dimension: So far, we have
computed a collective value for every criterion that belongs to di . Now,
we want to obtain an evaluation assessment for each dimension. To do
so, we shall aggregate the collective values of its criteria by means of
an aggregation operator. As well as before, we shall use a non-weighted
aggregation operator as the arithmetic mean for 2-tuples, although could
be considered a weighted operator in the future.
Therefore, to obtain an evaluation assessment for a dimension (ED), di ,
will be computed as:
EDi = AM ∗ ((uji , α) , j = 1...t) = (ui , α)
So now, we have an evaluation assessment for each dimension of quality,
di , of our evaluation model. And we can evaluate separately each dimension
to improve just certain drawbacks of our services. In order to improve the
global evaluation of our web site services.
Global Quality of the web site services
Our final aim it is to obtain a global evaluation assessment, EAW, for the web
sites services we are evaluating. To do so, we shall aggregate the quality assessments obtained for each dimension. In this case we shall use a weighted aggregation operator, because although our model is to evaluate general purpose
web site, we think that depends on the specific web site different dimensions
could have different importance, even some of them their value can be null
in some occasions. So, to obtain the evaluation of the web site services some
expert/s provides a weighting vector that indicates the importance of each
dimension, W = {w1 , ..., wq }. Afterwards we shall apply the 2-tuple linguistic
weighting average operator (Definition 5):
EAW = W AM ∗ ((ui , α) , i = 1, ..., q) = (u, α)
We have obtained a global linguistic evaluation for the quality of the web
site services that is expressed in the BLTS (linguistic evaluation scale).
In the next section we shall apply this evaluation model to evaluate a
lecturer’s web site, in order to know the satisfaction of their students regarding
the services offered by the web site.
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5 Application: Evaluating a Lecturer’s Web site
Let us suppose that we want to evaluate Lecturer’s web site. We have four
students that will provide us their opinions about the web site services. Every
student could use a different linguistic term set for each criterion, but, to
simplify the problem and show the resolution process easily we shall assume
that every student choose a linguistic term set to evaluate all the criteria
according to his/her knowledge:
•
•
•
•

The
The
The
The

first user has chosen the linguistic term set A of 3 labels (figure 6).
second user has chosen the linguistic term set B of 5 labels (figure 7).
third user has chosen the linguistic term set C of 7 labels (figure 8).
fourth user has chosen the linguistic term set D of 9 labels (figure 9).

In the table 1 we can see the semantics of the linguistic term sets.
Lingustic term set A Linguistic term set B
a0 = (0, 0, 0.5)
b0 = (0, 0, 0.25)
a1 = (0, 0.5, 1)
b1 = (0, 0.25, 0.5)
a2 = (0.5, 1, 1)
b2 = (0.25, 0.5, 0.75)
b3 = (0.5, 0.75, 1)
b4 = (0.75, 1, 1)

Linguistic term set C
c0 = (0, 0, 0.16)
c1 = (0, 0.16, 0.34)
c2 = (0.16, 0.34, 0.5)
c3 = (0.34, 0.5, 0.66)
c4 = (0.5, 0.66, 0.84)
c5 = (0.66, 0.84, 1)
c6 = (0.84, 1, 1)

Linguistic term set D
d0 = (0, 0, 0.12)
d1 = (0, 0.12, 0.25)
d2 = (0.12, 0.25, 0.37)
d3 = (0.25, 0.37, 0.5)
d4 = (0.37, 0.5, 0.62)
d5 = (0.5, 0.62, 0.75)
d6 = (0.62, 0.75, 0.87)
d7 = (0.75, 0.87, 1)
d8 = (0.87, 1, 1)

Table 1. Semantic of the linguistic term sets A, B, C and D

a0

a1

0

a2

1

Fig. 6. Semantic of the lingustic term set A

The opinions provided by the students for the dimensions and criteria
proposed in the section 4.1 are:
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b0

b1

b3

b2

b4

0

1

Fig. 7. Semantic of the linguistic term set B

c0

c1

c2

c3

c4

c5

c6

1

0

Fig. 8. Semantic of the linguistic term set C

d0

d1

d2

d3

d4

d5

d6

d7

0

d8

1

Fig. 9. Semantic of the linguistic term set D

e1 = {a2 , a1 , a0 , a2 , a2 , a0 , a1 , a1 , a1 , a2 , a0 , a1 , a0 , a0 , a2 , a2 ,
a2 , a2 , a0 , a0 , a0 , a0 , a0 , a1 , a2 , a2 , a1 , a2 , a0 , a0 , a0 , a0 , a0 }

e2 = {b1 , b4 , b0 , b0 , b0 , b2 , b3 , b4 , b2 , b2 , b3 , b0 , b4 , b0 , b4 , b1 ,
b4 , b1 , b0 , b0 , b0 , b0 , b0 , b1 , b3 , b3 , b1 , b2 , b0 , b0 , b0 , b0 , b0 }

e3 = {c4 , c0 , c5 , c1 , c6 , c0 , c6 , c2 , c1 , c3 , c2 , c2 , c1 , c1 , c3 , c5 ,
c1 , c4 , c0 , c0 , c0 , c0 , c0 , c0 , c3 , c3 , c1 , c6 , c0 , c0 , c0 , c0 , c0 }
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e4 = {d7 , d7 , d1 , d2 , d8 , d4 , d3 , d7 , d2 , d2 , d0 , d3 , d7 , d4 , d6 , d5 ,
d0 , d1 , d0 , d0 , d0 , d0 , d0 , d4 , d2 , d3 , d0 , d3 , d0 , d0 , d0 , d0 , d0 }
We shall resolve this evaluation problem but for a better comprehension of
the evaluation process we just show the main operations over the dimension
Entertainment (the first five assessments of every student that are in bold).
Once we have obtained the opinions from the students we have to apply
the evaluation model to obtain: firstly, the quality of each dimension and
afterwards we shall compute the global quality of the web site.
Quality of each dimension
We want to remark that in this case the BLTS we have chosen for our
model is the linguistic tern set C of the multi-granular linguistic context used
in this example.
To obtain the quality value for each dimension we shall apply the process
presented in the section 4.2:
1. Make the information uniform: We unify the input information by means
of fuzzy sets in the BLTS and afterwards, we shall transform these unified
information into linguistic 2-tuples expressed in the BLTS.
a) Transforming into the BLTS: We use the functions τAC , τBC , τCC and
τDC (definition 6). The results obtained for the criteria belonging to
the dimension entertainment are:
e1 = {(0, 0, 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.5, 0) , (0.25, 0.5, 0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 0.25) , (0, 0.5, 0.5, 0.25, 0, 0, 0),
(0, 0, 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.5, 0) , (0, 0, 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.5, 0), . . .}

e2 = {(0.4, 0.8, 0.8, 0.4, 0, 0, 0) , (0, 0, 0, 0, 0.2, 0.6, 0) , (0, 0.6, 0.2, 0, 0, 0, 0),
(0, 0.6, 0.2, 0, 0, 0, 0) , (0, 0.6, 0.2, 0, 0, 0, 0), . . .}

e3 = {(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0) , (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) , (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) , (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
, (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), . . .}

e4 = {(0, 0, 0, 0, 0.28, 0.85, 0.57) , (0, 0, 0, 0, 0.28, 0.85, 0.57) , (0.57, 0.85, 0.28, 0, 0, 0, 0),
(0.14, 0.71, 0.71, 0.14, 0, 0, 0) , (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.42, 0), . . .}

Where, for example, the corresponding fuzzy set for c11 of the e1 is
obtaining as:
τAC (a2 ) = (0, 0, 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.5, 0)
b) Transforming into 2-tuples. The fuzzy sets are transformed into linguistic 2-tuples by means of the function χ. The results for the dimension Entertainment are:
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e1 = {(c4 , 0.2) , (c3 , 0) , (c2 , −0.2) , (c4 , 0.2) , (c4 , 0.2), · · ·}

e2 = {(c2 , −0.5) , (c5 , −0.25) , (c1 , 0.25) , (c1 , 0.25) , (c1 , 0.25), · · ·}

e3 = {(c4 , 0) , (c0 , 0) , (c5 , 0) , (c1 , 0) , (c6 , 0), · · ·}

e4 = {(c5 , 0.16) , (c5 , 0.16) , (c1 , −0.16) , (c2 , −0.5) , (c5 , 0), · · ·}
For example, the transformation into a 2-tuple of c111 is computed as:
χ ((0, 0, 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.5, 0)) = ∆ (4.02) = (c4 , 0.2)
2. Aggregation phase: we shall combine the unified input assessments.
a) Computing collective values for each criterion. We shall compute a
collective value for each criterion according to all the users. We shall
use the arithmetic mean for 2-tuples(Definition 4):
CV C1i ⇒ {(c4 , −0.28) , (c3 , 0.22) , (c2 , 0.22) , (c2 , −0.01) , (c4 , 0.11), · · ·}
Where, for example the first assessment is computed as:
CV C11 = AM ∗ ((c4 , 0.2) , (c2 , −0.5) , (c4 , 0) , (c5 , 0.16)) = (c4 , −0.28)
b) Computing an evaluation assessment for each dimension. Now, we
want to obtain an evaluation assessment for each dimension. We shall
aggregate the collective values of its criteria by means of the arithmetic
mean for 2-tuple (Definition 4):
EDi ⇒ {(c3 , 0.05), (c3 , −0.27) , (c3 , 0) , (c1 , 0.01) , (c3 , −0.41) , (c3 , −0.02) , (c1 , 0.01)}

where, the first assessment is obtained according to this expression:
∗

ED1 = AM ((c4 , −0.28) , (c3 , 0.22) , (c2 , 0.22) , (c2 , −0.01) , (c4 , 0.11)) = (c3 , 0.05)

Global Quality of the web site services.
Depending on the kind of web site services we are assessing, the importance
of every dimension is different. In this case we have established that Entertainment, Convenience and Information reliability are more importance. The
weighted vector we shall use is = W {0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0, 0.2, 0.2, 0} because, we
are evaluating an educational web site, so the dimensions security and assurance and product offer are not crucial at all, hence the users don’t provide
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proper assessments about them. We shall apply the 2-tuple linguistic weighting average operator (Definition 5) to compute the EAW and finally we shall
obtain:
∗

EAW = W AM ((c3 , 0.05) , (c3 , −0.27) , (c1 , 0.01) , (c3 , 0.12) , (c3 , −0.41) , (c3 , −0.02) , (c1 , 0.01)) =
= (c3 , −0.06)

where (c3 , −0.06) is the global linguistic evaluation for the quality of the
lecturer’s web site.

6 Concluding remarks
The evaluation of web site services have become a critical factor for users
and companies in order to improve their commercial exchanges. So recently,
different evaluation methods for this topic have arisen. The evaluation of these
services is user centered because it depends on the opinions provided by the
users according to their perceptions.
Current evaluation methods use numerical information to model users
opinions. This modelling is not suitable for human perceptions. Therefore,
we have proposed a hierarchical evaluation model that models the users opinions by means of linguistic information and these opinions could be assessed
in different linguistic term sets to offer a greater flexibility to the users that
take part in the evaluation process.
To manage the multi-granular linguistic information of the evaluation
framework we have used fuzzy tools and the linguistic 2-tuples representation model.
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